DMT Marine Equipment is one of Europe’s leading companies in the maritime sector, with a 22 years tradition in designing, producing, and testing in-house, customized deck equipment and control systems for all types of vessels. A dedicated team of nearly 300 people works intensely to deliver customers reliable and long-lasting equipment. Making no concessions on quality is the philosophy that guides every process in DMT, from engineering to accurate execution, materials used, and proper delivery.

The company takes pride in offering products and services that embody professionalism, efficiency, and innovation. DMT designs and produces, in a highly technologized facility, an extensive range of products, such as winches for any marine application or vessel type, capstans, bollards, fairleads, stern rollers, launch and recovery systems, as well as many other fittings used in various marine applications.

Three production facilities of about 5400 sqm of workspace, accommodate working areas like welding, metallic structures crafting, CNC machinery sector, hydraulic & electric systems, automation, assembly and testing sector.

For efficient maneuverability and quick responsiveness of the equipment, DMT has also taken the responsibility to develop in-house the control systems and the needed software for every machinery delivered. Electric, hydraulic, or pneumatic control systems, it’s all designed and produced by a dedicated, skilled, and highly-qualified team.

Over 2700 vessels around the world have DMT winches onboard. Tugboats, defense vessels, mega-yachts drydock, offshore platforms, and many others were equipped with reliable DMT machinery. As time goes on and the experience is wider, the company’s reference portfolio is growing with more and more complex projects.

Offering concrete solutions for lowering carbon footprint, and designing highly efficient yet compact equipment with low resource consumption and basic maintenance are some of the market trends that the company is striving to align. Therefore, innovation is a guiding path for DMT which chooses to constantly invest in research and know-how gaining.